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Executive Summary

Mobile Camps Australia has been operating for 13 years, servicing clients throughout 
Australia including multiple tier one mining and government organisations. Developed by 
Young’s Earthmoving and Karijini Civil & Mining, Mobile Camps Australia (MCA) began as 
an efficient and cost-effective accommodation solution for remote construction, mining 
and exploration projects. MCA is now owned by the operators of Fox Modular and Karijini 
Civil & Mining, and over time, available site solutions have been broadened to meet a range 
of mobile accommodation needs.

Personnel

Nick Berry, Director
Nick has extensive experience in the building and construction 
industry in Australia and the United Kingdom, working across 
residential and commercial construction. Nick’s easy-going manner 
allows him to connect with employees as well as customers. His 
attention to all aspects of both businesses assures that every 
order will result in a seamless transition from design to production 
to installation. Nick’s entrepreneurial mind has pushed the business 
from strength to strength by pushing the limits and boundaries of 
what a transportable home can be.

Rodney Young, Director

Rodney has extensive experience in the exploration and civil 
earthmoving industry. For over 30 years, Rodney’s hands-on 
approach helped develop Young’s Earthmoving into the respected 
company that it is today. He plans to do the same for Karijini Civil 
& Mining. Rodney’s local knowledge and management expertise 
are a valuable addition to any civil and mining project in Western 
Australian.
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Company Overview

Mobile Camps Australia (MCA) began as an efficient and cost-effective accommodation 
solution for remote construction, mining and exploration projects. MCA prides itself on 
exceeding client expectations in the resources industry; however, these days its services 
and site solutions have been broadened to meet a range of mobile accommodation needs.

MCA can provide all of the following and more:

• Oil & gas site accommodation
• Mining industry accommodation
• Government department temporary housing
• Additional rooms for construction camps
• Emergency relief accommodation
• Mobile exploration camps
• Rail and road construction mobile camps
• Pipeline projects
• Remote area camps

MCA’s unique mobile camp sites are much more cost-effective than other solutions, 
without compromising on the quality and comfort of the accommodation. The main aim 
is to provide quality mobile site accommodation and facilities that match clients’ needs. 
MCA offers a range of rental options and can tailor our services to accommodate client 
needs.

MCA has provided site solutions for Rio Tinto Group, Bogoda Gold, Crushing Services 
International, JSW Australia, Buru Energy, FMG and the Shire of Ashburton. Be it oil and 
gas, exploration or drilling, MCA has a rental solution. MCA understands the remote 
accommodation needs of resource companies – wherever that may be.
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Company Overview



Thank You

On behalf of the entire Mobile Camps Australia team, we would like to take this 
opportunity to thank you for your time and consideration.

If you would like to know more about our range of quality transportable residential and 
commercial buildings, please don’t hesitate to contact Nick Berry on 0428 995 182.


